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Wolfy 
Grégoire Solotareff
An enduring bestseller and a watershed in French 
illustration, this is a masterful picture book about a rabbit 
and a wolf who want to be best friends.
308x220mm | 32pp | Hardback
978-1-776571-56-7 | $29.99

I am the Wolf … and Here I Come!  
Bénédicte Guettier
Watch the wolf put on his trousers, his T-shirt, 
his socks … But what is his plan once he’s 
dressed? Careful, he might bite!
210x210mm | 26pp | Board book
978-1-877579-42-4 | $19.99

“The Big Bad Wolf may still be 
a source of childhood fear, but 
he’s ever so entertaining”
New York Times

I Am So Strong
Mario Ramos
“The wolf’s comeuppance is deeply satisfying;  
the only disappointment is that the book is over  
so soon. Better read it again.” Publishers Weekly
242x170mm | 32pp | Paperback
978-0-958272-05-6 | $17.99

I Am So Handsome
Mario Ramos 
Here comes the incorrigible wolf. 

“I shine, I dazzle, I gleam and I glitter.  
I light up the woods with my presence.  
I am most marvellous.”
275x195mm | 32pp | Paperback
978-0-958272-09-4 | $17.99

There was once a rabbit who’d never seen a 
wolf and a wolf who’d never seen a rabbit… 

What Dog Knows 
Sylvia Vanden Heede  
& Marije Tolman
“A refreshingly unconventional 
mix of science and storytelling” 
Kirkus Reviews
210x148mm | 124pp | Paperback 
PB 978-1-776570-37-9 | $19.99

Help! The Wolf is Coming!
Cédric Ramadier & Vincent Bourgeau
The wolf is coming! Quick, turn the page,
tilt the book, shake it, and slam it shut!
240x184mm | 22pp | Board book 
978-1-927271-84-1 | $19.99

Sheep with Boots
Maritgen Matter & Jan Jutte
It’s a cold, dark winter’s evening.  
Can Sheep survive Wolf’s hungry plan?

A gorgeous heardback gift book for all ages.
187x138mmm | 40pp | Hardback 
978-1-877467-42-4 | $24.99



Children love to play at being scared. The fear of the wolf (or of the dark, or of the monster) is essential 
to the development of children’s minds between 4 and 7 years. Psychoanalyst Bruno Bettelheim says, 
Fairytales don’t traumatize young readers. They answer precisely and irrefutably to the children’s and 
teenagers’ anxieties.

In the child’s subconscious the wolf is the one that will eat them, the one that will separate them from 
people they love. The wolf is a recurrent character in fairytales and it is always THE villain. However, 
in the last 20 years, we’ve seen children’s books in which the wolf is friendly – or even ridiculous. 

In Wolfy, Grégoire Solotareff takes the wolf and makes him both villainous and a friend. That is what 
made and still makes Wolfy success.

When we pick up the book, the first thing we see is the evocative name: Wolfy (quite gentle) written in 
capitals and the illustration of a wolf with long, almost feminine  eyelashes. On the back cover, Wolfy 
and Tom, viewed from the back, are hand in hand.

Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf? 

Wolfy is a bestseller in France, known and loved by two generations 
of teachers, librarians, parents and children. 

We asked Thérèse Tillard, a French librarian who has worked with 
this book for years, to tell us about its enduring appeal.

Wolfy 
Grégoire Solotareff

In double-page spreads, the two characters  give us alternatingly quiet and 
tumultuous times. The illustrations are outlined with a thick black line in bright, 
flat colours. Red, blue and yellow. 

We notice quickly that blue is associated with Tom – blue sky? – while red 
matches Wolfy’s universe – red sky or blood? – and yellow – bright and warm– 
is linked to the floor, landscapes and Tom’s burrow. 

The central scene – showing Tom’s nightmare – is pink, as if Wolfy’s red has bled into Tom’s blue. 
The illustration is raw, representing the fear of being devouredby the big bad wolf. The page will 
be seen differently, depending on whether the child looks only at the illustrations or if somebody 
reads them the story. In the first case, the child will think that Wolfy has eaten Tom – despite the 
comforting cover images – but with the reading they will understand what Solotareff has told in this 
pink page: Tom is having a nightmare. 

This brings questions such as: can we hurt a friend without meaning it? Can we do anything to a 
friend? What are the marks that we can’t overstep with our friends?

Wolfy is a consummate picture book to show and read aloud to children – as 
much because of the illustrations as the text. We can play at being scared with 
the repetition of “WHO’S AFRAID OF THE BIG BAD WOLF!” but finish with 
two friends, going fishing, hand in hand.


